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– Flawed assumptions of ‘smart utopia’.

– Limitations of IHDs (feedback v1.0). 

– Making v2.0/3.0 better

– Not just a tech/behavioural challenge 

(systems/content).

– Important to think more about contexts 

for feedback; social challenge.

– Community action and email 

communications.

Key messages



– Content
– Real-time, historical charts

– Comparative feedback, disaggregation, gamification

– Bespoke and flexible interfaces

– [Tailored] advice

– Language

– Context
– Communications

– Community action (workshops, home visits, web forum, open 

house, collective purchasing, community energy etc)

An analytical distinction



– A distinctive energy feedback project

– Action research: participation, change and a 

range of interpretive research methods

– Two years of action: May 2011 to May 2013

– Technically-rudimentary monitoring and 

feedback platforms.

– Community action and email communications



– Around 400 households 

(16%)

– Around 300 Owls installed.

– Engagement over two years
– Monitoring and feedback: c50

– Monitoring only: c50

– Project emails: c100

– Project community action: c80

– Meaningful long term 

engagement: c33%

Pyramid of participation/engagement



Pyramid of participation/engagement



– More ‘behaviour change’.

– More knowledge about 

• Own energy consumption.

• How it compares to others’.

• Own ‘baseline’ consumption.

• Relative consumption of different 

appliances.

Meaningful engagement with 

feedback associated with



Community action and email 

communications



– Email programme

– Regular community workshops on topics such as lighting, thermal 

comfort and hot water (and, at the end of the project, planning the 

long-term future of the project); 

– Free energy-saving materials; 

– Eco-gadget library at the local library; 

– Web forum and advice line (in addition, a limited number of 

experimental home energy visits were undertaken). 

– Activities in local primary school. 

– Two summer celebration events at the school

– Style: local, friendly, supportive, non-commercial and professional

Community action



– Email programme

– Regular community workshops on topics such as lighting, thermal 

comfort and hot water (and, at the end of the project, planning the 

long-term future of the project); 

– Free energy-saving materials; 

– Eco-gadget library at the local library; 

– Web forum and advice line (in addition, a limited number of 

experimental home energy visits were undertaken). 

– Activities in local primary school. 

– Two summer celebration events at the school

– Style: local, friendly, supportive, non-commercial and professional

Community action



1. Regularity. Sent at the same time each week (Metering Monday). 

2. Action-based. Emphasised specific monitoring and feedback 

actions.

3. Advice. Seasonal energy saving advice that acknowledged the 

variation within people’s homes.

4. Locale. Emphasised the locale in which the project took place. 

5. Community. Working together to save energy and Don’t forget to 

tell your neighbours, invitations and references to the community 

events, and references to things that other project participants were 

doing.

6. Style. Accessible, friendly and supportive: like a conversation. 

Distinctive emails



– Relationships, reciprocity, commitment

– Being part of something

– Working together, but apart

– Provides social context for feedback

– Knowledge and know-how networks

– Synergies between home and school 

Community action can produce



But beware…





– Action

– Regularity and habit. 

– Working together, but apart

The value of email communication



– Think of limited IHDs as feedback v1.0 

– Making v2.0/3.0 better

– No panaceas: potential to support deeper

engagement and further change by more

householders and households. 

– Thinking beyond systems/content

– Importance of social contexts for feedback

– Community action and email 

communications.

Summary



Thank you
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